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Gi"s To Give Y#r Family
Chapter Six ~ Session Notes SLIDE 1

Title slide.  PRAY… then proceed.
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SLIDE 2

Session Title — Gifts to Give Your Family

Remember to pray for your group or yourself if you are going through the slides alone.
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SLIDES 3-6

Answer #1  Dignity

• Parents need to continually ECHO God’s messages. Constantly reminding their children — 
“You are loved by God and me.” [Truly healthy self-esteem means believing that you are valued 
and important because God loves you.]

• You are to be treated with respect and dignity because all people are created in GOD’S 
IMAGE. 
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SLIDES 7-9

Answer #1  Dignity
• God has placed you in my safekeeping. He expects me to teach you the difference between RIGHT 

and WRONG. You are unique and one-of-a-kind. God has plans designed just for you.

• God is always watching over you and likes you talking to Him. God knows with His wisdom, 
strength and support — you can HANDLE life.
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SLIDES 10-13

Answer #2  Respect for Everyone
• To develop self-respect kids need to EXPERIENCE respect from those they love most. 

• Parents who act as a guide, rather than a know-it-all, are helping their child learn self-
con"dence and optimism.

- Optimistic people seek solutions to their problems

- Pessimistic people look for ways to blame others

• Children need to feel they are becoming CAPABLE of solving their own problems.
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SLIDES 14-17

Answer #2  Respect for Everyone

• is family AFFIRMS and SUPPORTS each person for who his is. (Even when he is different 
from the rest or is hard to understand.) ey understand that ridicule, embarrassment and being 
YANKED or JERKED around are not respectful parenting tactics. (Treat and speak your children 

as you want them to treat you when they care for you.) It carefully balances the difference between 
pressure and support while also keeping in balance appropriate privacy issues.
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SLIDES 18-21

Answer #2  Respect for Everyone

• To reduce stress, the family’s goal is that everyone has a POSITIVE MENTAL ATTITUDE. 
Negative stress often adds to physical and emotional problems. It takes SIX HOURS for your 
body to recover from negative and hostile emotions.
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SLIDES 22-25

Answer #3  Christian Worldview Gives Life Meaning
• Stastics reveal that Christians generally live longer1 and their marital satisfaction is usually higher 

providing some protection against divorce. Among Christians, it is also interesting to learn that 
substance abuse is less likely.

• Children of divorce are two times more likely to become a criminal so teaching sexual FIDELITY is 
good for the whole country. Marriages are what make a family, community, state and country strong.

• Children experiencing or seeing abuse are more likely to commit abuse. 100% of death row 
inmate saw or experienced ABUSE.
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SLIDES 26-27

Answer #3  Christian Worldview Gives Life Meaning

• Christian families that value service to others develop a sense of UNITY and learn there is satisfaction 
in a job well done that is separate from "nancial gain. 
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SLIDES 28-32

Answer  #4 Family Togetherness

 Camping together is one of the best bonding opportunities available to families.

• Spouses SUPPORT each other and there is a balance of POWER between them. 

• Everyone is provided with an opportunity to share what happened to me TODAY.
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SLIDES 33-34

Answer  #4 Family Togetherness
• Attention is paid to all the signs and symptoms of relational HEALTH within the home. Non-verbal 

communication symptoms like: "nobody’s home” syndrome, demonstrated by shrugged shoulders, 
rolled eyes, and slammed doors are addressed.
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SLIDES 35-36

RECONCILIATION

4.   FAMILY TOGETHERNESS

• After a conflict the noticeable pattern of re-
connection in Christian families involves 
forgiveness and                                  .
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Answer  #4 Family Togetherness
• After a conflict the noticeable pattern of re-connection in Christian families involves 

forgiveness and RECONCILIATION.
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SLIDES 37-39

Answer  #4 Family Togetherness
• A strong family unit is valued so parents plan a family meal together daily. They also have 

parental controls and guidelines in place concerning SCREEN-TIME. (Not eating with the TV 
on—quality and quantity control over all screens is a priority—TV, computers, and phones.)
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SLIDES 40-41

Answer #4  Family Togetherness

• Establishes lots of TRADITIONS with situations like where to spend Christmas, where the 
Christmas tree is located, and when to open presents. To children, do it once and it should be 
done that way from then on, it’s a tradition.
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SLIDES 42-47

FUTURE

HUMOR
RIDICULE SARCASM

4.   FAMILY TOGETHERNESS

• Sense of history and                  — Children 
and grandchildren need to know they belong, 
family stories really help create connections 
between generations.

• Enjoys fun together and has a sense 
of                . Uses humor positively; NOT 
malicious teasing,                    or                    .
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Answer #4  Family Togetherness
• Sense of history and FUTURE — Children and grandchildren need to know they belong; family 

stories really help make connections between generations. For families without many historical 
memories, the Bible is full of their family’s spiritual journey. Discussions about a youngster’s 
future plans and desires help parents learn about their kid’s thoughts and perceptions.

• Enjoys fun together and has a sense of HUMOR. Uses humor positively; NOT-malicious 
teasing, RIDICULE or SARCASM. Uses stressful family events as opportunities to remind 
each other of other cherished family times of mutual cooperation.
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SLIDES 48-50

Answer #5  Critically Important Health Habits
★ Healthy Eating

• WATER is for bodies what oil is for a car. Kids love sports bottles and decorated cups; using 
them helps avoid heat stroke and dehydration. Water is needed for food digestion and waste 
elimination. Children should have, at the most, 3/4 cup of juice a day. Some caregivers add 
water to the juice they provide so children aren’t "lled up on just juice and want little else. 

• Children eat what their parents eat. You are your child's "rst and most important teacher and 
role model. ey are watching everything you do. ose observations include keeping an eye 
on what goes in your mouth. It's a great idea to make sure your kids see you eating lots of 
healthy foods like fresh fruits and vegetables. It’s wise parents who remember they have a 
powerful game-plan at their disposal for getting kids, including picky eaters, to eat. First off—
take heart, picky eaters—rarely starve to death and they will almost always eat when they are 
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truly hungry. One getting-kids-to-eat-strategy involves allowing them to plan and prepare part 
of the meal (even a toddler can help cut up a banana for the fruit salad with a plastic knife). 
e additional plus is that it usually means the young ones are willing to try the food they 
have helped prepare. Similar to including really young children in chores when they want to 
help (around age two), is allowing them to try new tastes as much as possible when they are 
still putting everything in their mouth.

• Youngsters also need to learn that a joy-filled part of life involves socializing around meals with 
others. A good one-liner is: “Our family sits together for meals.” It’s especially important to 
keep this age-appropriate when you are at a restaurant. Waiting for food, especially when you 
are designed to explore and test limits makes eating out stressful at best and frequently 
embarrassing too. Keeping your expectations realistic is a wise goal for parents to keep in mind.
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SLIDES 51-52

Answer #5  Critically Important Health Habits

★ Healthy Eating
• It's important to keep the sugar and salt filled snacks as only an OCCASIONAL treat, for example 

once or twice a week rather than as a bribe for good behavior or as a constant in their diet. 
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SLIDES 53-54

Answer #5  Critically Important Health Habits
★ Overall Health
Germs are everywhere! The best defense against them is to WASH your hands. Soap and water are 
best as there are some toxic substances in antibacterial hand-sanitizers. 

Especially important times to wash-up are:
• Before eating; 
• After using the restroom; 
• After playing with and petting an animal; 
• After blowing a nose, yours or your child's; 
• After playing outside.
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e most important part of washing your hands is the friction and the length of time 
you wash. A good wash is 30 seconds or singing the Happy Birthday song through twice 
before you quit rubbing your hands together.

SLIDES 55-56

Answer 5 Critically Important Health Habits

★ Teeth Are For A Lifetime

• e "rst rule about baby teeth is to PRESERVE them. ose little teeth help shape 
children’s mouthes and help them learn to talk. It is really important to eliminate a pacifer 
as quickly as possible for the same reasons.
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• To prevent “Baby-Bottle” and other tooth decay, do not give children bottles or “tippy” 
cups in bed or to carry around during the day. It is wise to designate a speci"c place for 
eating and drinking.

• Start brushing teeth early. Begin as soon as your children are able to hold a toothbrush. 
• Children need to learn good oral care early, adult teeth are meant to last a lifetime. 

SLIDES 57-59

Answer #5  Critically Important Health Habits

★ Sleep
• Everyone does better with enough sleep, including children and teens who need 10-11 

hours per day, counting naps. 
• Alert and awake children do better in school and on tests.
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• Children who get enough rest have fewer BEHAVIORAL problems and their IMMUNE 
system functions better, helping their bodies fight off colds and infections.

• When figuring out bedtime, determine the time a child needs to get up and count backwards.
• It is impossible to force anyone to go to sleep but it is possible to keep the “getting-up” 

time fairly consistent. Even during weekends it’s important to keep bedtime within 1/2 an 
hour of the week-day normal.

SLIDES 60-61

Answer #5  Critically Important Health Habits

★ Exercise

• Human bodies were created for ACTIVITY. Movement brings oxygen into the body 
which helps it grow and stay healthy. 
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SLIDES 62-63

Answer #5  Critically Important Health Habits

★ Exercise

• Getting everyone in the family out for some EXERCISE is a great way to have fun together 
while demonstrating the importance of caring for your body. 

• Learning lifetime fitness habits begin with playful activities that may become life-long pleasures.
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SLIDES 64-65

Answer 5  Critically Important Health Habits

★ Exercise

• OBESE children run the increased risk of developing major illnesses like diabetes arthritis, cancer, 
and heart disease which steal years from their lives.
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SLIDES 66-68

Answer #5  Critically Important Health Habits

★ Safety Gear

• Car crashes are a major cause of the loss of life. Car seats, SEAT-BELTS, and HELMETS 
save lives.

• From the start, even when the baby is on the back of a bicycle with you, put a helmet on your head 
and the child’s. Wearing a helmet may prevent more than 85% of head injuries. 

• Let youngsters pick out their own helmets as they grow and mature. A helmet should be snug 
and secure. Read the label make sure ANSI, ASTM, Snell or the U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission approves it.
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SLIDES 69-72

Answer #6  Admits Problems & Seeks Help
• There is no shame in asking for help. FOCUSING on your family’s strengths will help you 

get through difficult situations and troubled times.

Check out page 213 — the PARENTAL JOB AID is for the days when parenting is especially stressful.

e last class! I hope you’ve shared your care and concern for each other with a celebration!!! I believe you will 
"nd, like most Bible studies, you are forever linked. You know about each other’s children and you know how 
to pray for each other. ank you for allowing me to pour what I’ve learned from God’s Word into your lives. 
When I have opportunity to sign a Parenting with a Wise Heart book, I add the verse reference of James 3.18 
from e Message. It is my reminder of what we Christians are all about: “You can develop a healthy, robust 
community that lives right with God and enjoy its results only if you do the hard work of getting along with 
each other, treating each other with dignity and honor.”
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Media & Study Guide Chapter Six’s Endnotes
1. Philip Yancy, Finding God In Unexpected Places (Ann Arbor, MI: Servant Publications, 1997), 82.
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